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Should I Print or Machine This Part?
Learn Which Process to Choose, and Why
Greg Paulsen, Director of Application Engineering
Xometry

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Discover the significant differentiators between additive manufacturing (3D printing)
and CNC machining
Discover decision factors that go into choosing your end-manufacturing process
Discover the benefits and “sweet spots” of additive and subtractive manufacturing
Discover design-specific cost drivers between machining and 3D processes

Description
The usage of 3D printing (additive manufacturing) is at an all-time high, but is it the best solution
for all types of manufacturing? Depending on the mechanical needs and ultimate application of
your part, a decision between additive and subtractive manufacturing can significantly affect
your design approach, costs considerations, and outcomes. Join Xometry's Greg Paulsen and
discover when to choose 3D printing over traditional processes early in the design cycle. After
this session, you will better understand different strengths and considerations of popular
additive processes like powder bed fusion (SLS, HP MJF, DMLS), fused deposition modeling
(FDM), and others when compared to precision computer numerical control (CNC) milling and
turning. By the end of the session, you'll be better prepared to make decisions for your products
to save costs, add value, and hit engineering specifications.

Speaker(s)
Greg Paulsen leads Xometry’s Application Engineering
team with over 14 years of experience in advanced
manufacturing on an industrial scale. His expertise includes
additive manufacturing, machining, sheet metal, molding,
casting, and quality assurance.
Greg applies his expertise in design for manufacturability,
material selection, process knowledge, and more in a
consultative role for both customers and staff.
gpaulsen@xometry.com | 240 335 7552
@XometryGreg
linkedin.com/in/manypartsmade/
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What are the significant differentiators between additive manufacturing (3D
printing) and CNC machining?
CNC machining is a traditional manufacturing process with a lot of legacy, learnings, and
qualifications. In other words, it’s what we know, or at least what is the primary paradigm when
dictating features, finishes, tolerances, and other specifications of a part.
Additive manufacturing, or 3D printing, is relatively new in the manufacturing landscape. Instead
of being cut from a larger piece of stock like machining, 3D printing grows parts by fusing raw
materials together, typically on a layer-by-layer basis driven by a 3D CAD model. Compared to
CNC machining, some of the qualifying factors are difficult to predict; however, 3D printing does
offer compelling strengths over machining in certain circumstances.

Benefits CNC Machining

CNC machining gives a qualified and measurable level of
assurance due to highly characterized materials, such as
Aluminum 6061-T6 alloy, and a wide variety of toolsets for
cutting and qualifying parts. Endmills and drills are the most
common tooling used to machine components, where
endmills will cut walls and pockets, and drills for round holes.
These primary cutting methods also add some restrictions to
designs, such as depth of cut, rounded internal corners, and
what types of undercut features can be achieved. Many of the
design for manufacturing, DFM, rules around CNC machining
surround how the workpiece can be held in a machine and
how the tools need to access a feature. For example, a CNC
machine cannot produce an internal curved channel due to
the need for line-of-sight tool access (the drill can’t curve!).

Benefits of Additive Manufacturing

Additive manufacturing, typically referred to as 3D printing, is
an umbrella phrase for processes that grow parts using a raw
material such as a liquid resin, filament, wire, or powder. The
process is driven by a 3D CAD model and usually runs on a
layer-by-layer basis. Unlike CNC machining, 3D printing does
not require traditional setups or upfront tooling. The machine
only needs the build data and will form parts within its
process parameters. This makes 3D printing very cost
competitive in low volumes—particularly for polymers.
Because 3D printing is considered direct digital
manufacturing, lead times are usually low with typical subweek turns. The layer-by-layer nature of how a 3D print is
produced does lead to visible layering and other orientationspecific characteristics.
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What decision factors go into choosing your end-manufacturing process?
Surface Finishes

CNC machining can use a variety of tools to produce smooth surface finishes on parts.
Additionally, there is a plethora of secondary finishes available for machined parts such as
chemical conversion coatings, anodize, and plating.
The paradigm for additive manufacturing is different. The act of growing parts is more akin to
organic processes than cutting – hence the surface expectations are typically striated, matte, or
visibly layered on as-printed parts. It is important to realize this is not a negative of additive, it
just does not fit in a historic mental model of manufactured parts since additive is newer. There
are post processing methods that help smooth finishes, or surface seal such as chemical vapor
smoothing.

Tolerances

Like the surface finishes, if very tight tolerances are required for a part, then CNC is initially in
favor. Machining allows for tight tolerances because the cutting tool can be monitored and
adjusted to specifically hit a feature. Often, tolerances are dictated by a 2D print or drawing
showing technical needs.
3D printing has global tolerances based on the material, process, and parameters selected.
Although many processes do have high accuracy and repeatability, there may be some designspecific tuning required to achieve the desired results. Using design guides can help achieve
success.

Quality Requirements

Specific certifications and quality requirements may be designed around traditional processes. It
is important to understand what is a requirement, versus a desirement when outlining quality as
that may limit what processes are available for a project.

Speed

Because of fewer or no setups, as well as the ability to produce a high mix of parts in batches,
or many serially at once, 3D printing typically holds a speed advantage over CNC machining.

Price

Like speed, the overhead to 3D print parts is often lower and the pricing can typically reflect that
as well. For metals, complexity of the part plays a role in pricing since simple parts may be
machined easier and more affordably where complex parts may favor additive processes.
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Decisions for 3D Printing Begin with Goals

The graphic below shows some common decision goals that may lead to a process or specific
material. Note that size limitations also play a role in additive selection.

The graphic below shows analogies for detail resolution on specific 3D printing processes. This
is a useful guideline.
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The “sweet spots” of additive and subtractive manufacturing
These general rules can help categorize if a project would best be served by additive or
subtractive processes.

Metal 3D Printing

Metal 3D printing processes add the most value when a design is “purpose built.” This means it
may incorporate features such as organic curvature, off angle features, and lightweight
topography. This is because metal 3D printing can have higher upfront costs inherent in the
process so the benefit is what it can print over the process itself. Metal additive manufacturing is
also powerful as a surrogate to investment or die casting on lower volume production.

Plastic 3D Printing

Plastic or polymer 3D printing is the leader for rapid prototypes, one-offs, custom fixturing, and
fit check models before a traditional manufacturing process. Industrial additive manufacturing
can produce end use viable parts, and some surface finishing can enhance the product to nearmolded quality. Polymer 3D printing is also ideal for highly iterative products where the revision
may be sensitive to changes.

CNC Machining

CNC machining is highly characterized and qualified; with many controls and quality standards
in place due to its long legacy. CNC also benefits larger parts, where platform limitations may
hinder 3D printing. Due to the process, critical requirements, tight tolerances, stringent
specifications, and qualified materials may draw the need for CNC machining.
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Design-specific cost drivers between machining and 3D processes
Cost Drivers: CNC machining vs. 3D printing

The graphic below shows how different features drive pricing down or up depending on process.
This shows significant differentiators between CNC machining and 3D printing from a feature
standpoint.

About Xometry

Xometry (NASDAQ: XMTR) is the world’s leading manufacturing marketplace offering instant
online quoting for over 13 different manufacturing technologies such as machining, 3D printing,
injection molding, and sheet metal. With global headquarters in U.S. and Europe, Xometry
democratizes access to complex manufacturing. Xometry’s website features include educational
resources, instant quoting engine, and even free CAD add-ins.
Xometry’s capabilities are backed by a vetted network of professional suppliers. This
marketplace of over 6,000 suppliers is geographically dispersed—making Xometry extremely
resilient against supply chain disruption.
To learn more visit Xometry.com or Xometry.eu.
Start your instant quote today.
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